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Abstract: In thhis paper are presented
p
the appplication of grraphs
theory for deteermining the opptimal routes of
o a pipeline suupply.
Because this optimization problem
p
may has one or more
solutions, wass developed an algorithm bassed on graph thheory
that generatess all minimal treees through thee nodes of the graph
g
where consum
mers are locatedd. Modeling prooblem is achieveed by
undirected rellated graph havving a pressuree-release facilitty for
starting pointt, consumption nodes as points and conneecting
arterial routess such as side. In
I this way an optimal
o
routes has
h n
sections and on each sectioon has total coost (investmentt plus
operating forr one year) annd sum of alll costs is minnimal.
Implementatioon of the methood is through a special proggram,
using Borlandd Pascal environnment and Krusskal algorithm.
Key words: graph theory, pipeline suppply, optimal route,
r
matrix, Kruskaal algorithm

e
⎧1, iff i and j are addjacent vertices
aij = ⎨
n adjacent veertices
⎩0, iff i and j are not
Incidence
I
matrrix (vertices m
matrix),

work flow can be representedd as a mathemaatical
Any netw
model relatedd topological graph.
g
Topological graph off the
network is reppresented in pllane spatial struucture composeed of
interconnectedd components and piping components. Thrrough
scope of inveestment and ennergy consumpption, optimal routs
have a signifiicant share in the systems off water supply, and
their rational design behavves more optim
mization proceesses,
o
their route
among whichh an importantt place held optimize
(Nayyar, 2000). In currentt practice of design, settingg the
optimal solutiion is, usuallyy, by analyticaal study of vaarious
variants selectted from many possible intuitiive decisions, whose
w
error is inverseely proportionaal to the degree of experience of
o the
designer (A
Alexandrescu, 2003). Moddern mathemaatical
disciplines, by
b operational calculation, put at speciaalist’s
disposition a vast
v apparatus of
o scientific anaalysis in determ
mining
the optimal deecisions for thee design of watter supply (Antton et
all, 2002). In this conttext, describees a determinnistic
r
of the water
w
mathematical model optimizzation of the routes
o graphs.
supply, based on the theory of

⎧1, if arch j is inccident in peakk i
aij = ⎨
p
i
⎩0, if arch j is noot incident in peak

M = T − N +1

(1)

[Ac ]M ,T

(3))

relating thee

arcs and graph directed
d
cycles of a netwo
ork, indicatingg
mem
mbership pipes to network riing and having
g on the lines,,
ordeer number of riings M, and thhe columns at the
t arcs T. Thee
elem
ments aij of this matrix are deffined relations:

⎧ 1, if arch j bellongs to the cyycle i
aij = ⎨
b
to the cycle i
⎩0, if arch j not belongs

(4))

Pipeline
P
topoloogy can be fullyy and unequivocally describedd
with
h the incidence matrix
m
and the matrix of memb
bership.

3. CALCULATI
C
ION ALGOR
RITHM
Since
S
this opttimization probblem may be one or moree
solu
utions, has deveeloped an algoorithm based on
n graph theoryy
that generates all minimal
m
trees w
with nodes of thee graph formedd
with
h the nodes where consum
mers are loccated and thee
conn
nections betweeen them, thhereby causing
g all optimall
solu
utions.
Be
B undirected related
r
graph G = (X, U) witth X = (1,2 ,...,,
i

In accordaance with grapph theory, num
mber of indepenndent
rings M in a network is equuals to the cycclomatic numbber of
network graphh, given by Euleer's relationshipp:

thee

this matrix are definned with relatioons:

n), where each edge u j ∈ U

2. THEORET
TICAL ASPE
ECTS

[Av ]N ,T , relating

arch
hes and verticess of the networrk oriented graaph, illustratingg
the network
n
intercoonnection nodess and lines with
h the number off
peak
ks N, and the columns
c
at the arcs T. The ellements aij off

Matrrix of memberrship (cycles m
matrix)

1. INTRODU
UCTION

(2))

( )

has an asssociated valuee

λ u ij > 0 in convventional units, according to thhe optimizationn
criteerion adopted. This
T graph is atttached to matrrix C of order n
who
ose elements aree:

( )

⎧⎪ λ u ij , if u ij ∈ U
cijj = ⎨
i
⎪⎩∞, if u j ∉ U , or i = j

(5))

where T and N is the number of sections andd nodes of netw
work.
Graph theeory method allows
a
registering the entire main
and the network shape usiing a
geometrical characteristics
c
matrix. Thus, undirected graaph of a networrk can be desccribed
by transition matrix, At N , N , with the number
n
of rowss and

Tagss peaks edgess

ments
columns equaal to the numbeer of vertices N and a ij elem

retaiined in a matrixx M, which undder a tree that has
h at least n-11
edgees will have thhree columns aand n-1 lines. This matrix iss

[ ]

given by the reelationship:

u ij

which are part of the
t
tree graphh

miniimum amountss and the corrresponding values

cij

aree

constructed in the following steps:
1) Determine the minimum elements of each line of matrix C.
2) Choose one of the lines for which the minimum element is
unique and is denoted by r, s to its indices.
3) Record the first line of matrix M, values r, s, crs and these
elements is marked with crs and csr, from the matrix C.
4) Determine minimum unmarked elements of matrix C lines
which are marked at least one element is denoted by r, s indices
minimal element or one of them if there is more.
5) If on line s of matrix C exists marked elements, then is
marked elements crs, csr too and proceed to step 6, but if on the
line s of the matrix C has no items marked for each cis element
located on a line is marked and equal crs it added a new line to
matrix M consisting of values i, s, cis and is marked elements
cis, csi from matrix C, then proceed to step 6.
6) Proceed to step 4 or stop calculations as there are no lines or
matrix C with nothing unmarked element.
If the matrix M, it follows a line number greater than the
order of the graph considered minimal tree problem has several
solutions. In this case, allow first matrix lines so that the second
column items are sorted ascending. The second column will be
found only index of n-1 edges of the graph. If we note the
absolute frequencies of these indices on the second column of
the matrix M with Fi and the cumulative frequencies with

Fi *

(i = 1,2, ... n-1), minimal number of trees of the graph n a, has
value on the relationship :
n −1

na = ∏ Fi

(6)

i =1

To identify the minimal tree is constructed with a matrix A
with n-1 lines and na column in the following stages:
7) Be each absolute frequencies Fi are assigned to variable Vi,k
whose values are the elements of the crowd

(

)

Ni = Fi*−1, Fi −1 ∩ {N }, (i = 1,2,..., n − 1) , and F0* = 0 .
8) Each line i of the matrix A record na / Fi times elements
Vi , k as crowd Ni such as matrix A have finally obtained with

the lexicographic ordered columns.
Each column of matrix A is matrix M lines indices
containing one edge characteristics of optimal trees.
Described algorithm was developed based on the language
Borland Pascal 7, Kruskal program (Kruskal, 1956).
Using this optimization program results make savings of
pipelines, embankments and pumping power and a more
homogeneous distribution of flow and pressure in the network.

4. CASE STUDY
An example application described above algorithm for
determining optimal routes for a pipeline, with possible routes
graph of order n = 8 in Figure 1, which is attached cost matrix
C (Sârbu, 1996).

Fig.1. Graph of possible pipeline routes

Fig. 2. First optimal routes in the pipeline.
Indices crowd that lines are marked at least one item is
denoted by L. Following algorithm steps of optimization routes
result successively:
Minimum elements of the first line c13 = 80 is unique,
according to phase two: M = [1 3 80] and shall be marked

the elements c13 , c31 , in the matrix C so that L = { 1, 3 } .
On each column finding the lines clues of the matrix M
containing one edge characteristics of optimal trees.
Thus, the first column elements of A states that one of the
minimal graph trees is of corresponding lines 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9
3

1

of the matrix M. This tree is thus composed of edges u 2 , u3 ,

u 48 , u52 , u 65 , u 75 , u86

(Figure 2). This result is easily
reached using Kruskal computer program. Optimal solution to
be applied in practice is taking into account other criteria. For
this we can impose hydraulic conditions.

5. CONCLUSIONS
- This study highlights how the economic fact of a technical
problem can be optimized using mathematic-informatics
structure type graph.
- Mathematical model is easily programmable in an evolved
language, obtaining immediate results. The only problem is
populating the matrix attached graph.
- Kruskal algorithm was originally designed for the economy,
but the adaptation was possible because the optimal path in
the economy is a virtual way and here is a real way.
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